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GAMMA NEBULA
Encapsulating Deodorizer

Product Description

Health Hazard Summary

GAMMA NEBULA is an extreme duty
deodorizer and odor neutralizer. It
works to encapsulate industrial
malodors from the air and leave a
fresh, clean fragrance. This product
may be added to virtually any cleaning
solution to add deodorizing power to it.
Extremely effective in tank wash
applications on a wide variety of
products, including acrylates,
mercaptans, fish oils, H2S, etc. The
better the atomization, the faster the
performance. When applied with the
John-Henry Simplicity Fogger, total
odor removal is accomplished in just
seconds.

Causes irritation to eyes. Prolonged
exposure may irritate skin. Mists or
sprays may irritate eyes, nose, and
throat.

Uses & Directions
Tank Cleaning: Fogging - Mix one
gallon of hot water with one gallon of
GAMMA NEBULA. Apply via
John-Henry Simplicity Fogger.
Steaming Method - Mix one pint or
more with an equal amount of water
(depending on nature of residue), and
pour into tank via dome lid. Apply live
steam for 1/2 hour.

SDS

Note: This product will not neutralize
large amounts of heel. If a large amount
of heel is present, a higher ratio of
product to water will need to be
introduced into the tank. While not costeffective, this method will ultimately
neutralize stubborn heel. Trial and error
will be the only way to determine the
effective amount needed.

john-henry.com
tankwashsolutions.com
pressurezone.com

Specifications
Appearance ........ Clear, water white liquid
Odor ..................... Gammalene fragrance
pH ................................................... 7 ± .5
Specific gravity .................................... 1.0
Solubility in water.......................Complete
Biodegradable surfactants................. Yes
Hard water tolerance ................. Excellent
Phosphate .......................................None
Butyl Cellosolve ............................... None
Flash point ........................................None
Storage Stability........................Excellent*
* 1 year

Recommended Dilutions:
Fogging: Simplicity Fogger...1 Gal. to 1 Gal. hot water
Steaming: Through Dome Lid..... 1 Pint to 1 Pint water
Wiping/Mopping/Padding........... Up to 64:1 with water

Package & Handling
55 gal drum
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